H OW IT WO R KS :
P U R P OS E M U LTI -STR ATEGY
MAR K E T N E UTR AL F U N D
HOW WE DEFINE “MARKET NEUTRAL”
Market neutral is a term that can have multiple meanings, depending on who you ask. In Purpose
Multi-Strategy Market Neutral Fund, it boils down to keeping a low net exposure to the markets the
Fund trades in (equities, currencies and commodities), and diversifying across and balancing the
individual risk profiles of each asset class.
NET EXPOSURE is the balance of long positions and short positions in a portfolio. With a low net directional
exposure, the goal is to generate returns off of the long positions as prices rise and the short positions as prices
decline. Generating returns off of relative price moves is different than trying to time the market, which involves
attempting to identify tops and bottoms to generate returns.
HOW WE DO IT: SECURITY SELECTION
Purpose Multi-Strategy Market Neutral Fund seeks to generate returns primarily from security selection rather than from net
exposure. To do this, we use a quantitative multi-factor approach for each asset class. The flexibility to position offensively
or defensively across classes allows the Fund to take advantage of global themes across multiple markets and scenarios.
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(i.e., Fund sells holdings it doesn’t own,
as Manager believes value will fall)

(i.e., Fund holds position outright, as
Manager believes value will rise)
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CURRENCIES

VALUE

Index futures

Primary focus: VALUE
Other factors: MOMENTUM, QUALITY

Market hedge is dynamically managed, dictated
by prevailing market environment
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Currencies with higher yields

Currencies with lower yields

Currency positions are primarily screened by underlying local interest rates. Momentum signals are incorporated to
generate a blended ranking, which determines long and short positions.

•

COMMODITIES

Individual US & international equities
Factor-based security selection

Commodity markets in backward-ation
(downward-sloping futures curves).
This suggests there is high immediate
demand for the commodity.

•

Commodity markets in contango (upwardsloping futures curves). This occurs when the
market expects future commodity spot prices
will be higher than current ones.

Again, momentum is considered in the commodity selection process. It is combined with carry to create a blended
score to determine candidates for long and short positions.

The idea that relatively cheaply-valued
assets tend to outperform richly
valued assets over the long term.

MOMENTUM

The idea that a security’s trend of
outperformance or underperformance
will continue.

CARRY

The idea that higher-yielding assets
provide higher returns than loweryielding assets.

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with investment funds. Please read the prospectus before investing. If the securities are
purchased or sold on a stock exchange, you may pay more or receive less than the current net asset value. Investment funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past
performance may not be repeated.
HOW IT WORKS: PURPOSE MULTI-STRATEGY MARKET NEUTRAL FUND

